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ABSTRACT
Formal analysis of Simulink/Stateflow (SLSF) diagrams requires association
of semantics to these diagrams. In this thesis, we present a technique and the
related tool called HyLink for translating a useful subclass of SLSF diagrams
to hybrid automata. In the absence of official semantics, there are two possi-
ble interpretations of these diagrams: one is based on the ideal mathematical
interpretation obtained from the syntax of the building blocks and the other
is based on the simulation traces generated by the simulation engine. These
two interpretations lead to two different kinds of hybrid automata—the for-
mer gives an automaton with state-dependent transitions and the latter gives
a time-triggered automaton. We show that under certain assumptions, the
semantics of the latter converge to the former as the simulation step size
decreases. We illustrate HyLink’s translation scheme, the assumptions, and
the convergence result through several case studies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Computer simulations play a central role in the design of embedded systems.
Mathwork’s Simulink/Stateflow [1] is a popular modeling and simulation en-
vironment for a variety of embedded applications. It combines an easy-to-
use visual interface with a broad range of building blocks (e.g., integrators,
switches, etc.) and libraries for common hardware and circuit components,
for describing hierarchical state machines and dynamical systems. Although
Simulink/Stateflow (SLSF) diagrams are primarily intended for simulations,
it has been recognized that through their formal analysis, design bugs can
be caught early, design and implementation cycles can be shortened, and
reliability assurances can be enhanced.
Any formal treatment necessitates assignment of semantics to SLSF dia-
grams. For general diagrams, this proves to be difficult as the meanings
of some blocks are ambiguous and the language introduces implicit conven-
tions. For example, Stateflow charts avoid nondeterminism by introduc-
ing static priorities among concurrent components and transitions that are
enabled simultaneously. There are at least two possible interpretations of
these diagrams: (a) the mathematical or the ideal interpretation, and (b) the
numerical simulation interpretation which corresponds to the set of traces
generated by Simulink’s simulation engine through numerical integration.
With a view towards formal verification, the former interpretation has been
used in several research projects for translating SLSF diagrams to push-
down automata [2], hybrid automata [3], the Lustre synchronous dataflow
programming language [4, 5], the Circus language [6], and the HyVisual for-
malism [3, 7]. On the other hand, more recently, simulation traces generated
by SLSF have been used for symbolic analysis of these models [8, 9, 10]. In
Section 1.3 we present a more detailed comparison of our contributions with
the existing literature.
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In this thesis, we present a technique and the accompanying tool for trans-
lating a useful subset of SLSF diagrams to hybrid automata in a way that
reconciles these two interpretations. With several examples we illustrate the
key features of this technique and its role in analysis. The key distinguishing
features of our translation technique include: handling switches in Simulink,
handling continuous-time Stateflow charts and the ability to translate to dif-
ferent output formats.
1.1 Overview of Translation
Our translation techniques have been implemented in a software tool called
HyLink which generates an intermediate HIOA representation for SLSF di-
agrams. This representation can be produced in a structured plain-text lan-
guage which we call HyXML. From a valid HIOA representation in HyXML,
hybrid automata representations for other backend tools, such as HyTech,
PHAVer, UPPAAL, and SimplexGen, can be generated. Thus, HyXML acts
as an intermediate language between Simulink/Stateflow and formal analysis
and synthesis tools. HyXML format, however, is independent of the output
tool and hence different code generator modules can be written for future
tools. Figure 1.1 shows the translation process through a flowchart. Our
translation technique works on a SLSF diagram S by separately translating
the Simulink and the Stateflow parts to HIOAs [11, 12], and then composing
Figure 1.1: Workflow of HyLink.
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them to obtain the ideal HIOA H(S). The simulation HIOA Hδ(S) for an
integration step size δ > 0 is obtained by sampling the ideal HIOA H(S).
We illustrate the translation and HyLink in Chapter 5 with three case studies—
a satellite orbital system, a distributed air traffic control protocol and a sim-
ple waypoint tracking system. Each of these models represents a realistic
system and illustrate key features of HyLink. The satellite orbital system is
used to show the expressiveness of HyXML. The distributed air traffic con-
troller is a hierarchical state machine which is translated to UPPAAL and
verified for certain properties. The waypoint tracking system model illus-
trates the different modeling features of HyLink, and the translated HIOA
has been used for discrete abstraction based supervisory controller synthesis.
1.2 Interpretation of Simulink/Stateflow Executions
According to ideal interpretation, a SLSF model behaves as follows: Con-
sider the initial configuration of the Simulink switch blocks and the initial
Stateflow mode. A set of differential and algebraic equations for the con-
tinuous variables of the model can be derived syntactically for this mode
and this configuration of switches. The continuous variables of the model
evolve according to these differential and algebraic equations exactly up to
the point in time where either a Stateflow transition occurs or a switch in
the Simulink part of the diagram flips. From this point on, the continuous
variables evolve according to the differential equations for this new config-
uration or new mode, as the case may be, and so on until the next switch
or the next transition. Thus, the ideal interpretation has state-dependent
switches in its dynamics. The state of the system defined by the valuation
of the continuous variables causes the switches to flip or the transitions to
occur, and this in turn changes the dynamics.
The constant-step simulation interpretation is based on the actual traces
generated by the Simulink simulator. While the precise traces may depend
on the numerical integration procedure employed and even the machine on
which the simulation is performed, the procedure works as follows: Let δ be
the simulation step size specified by the user. For a given starting state, an
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initial configuration of the switches, and an initial mode, the set of active
differential and algebraic equations for the continuous variables is derived
following the same procedure as in the above paragraph. Then the state of
the system after time δ is obtained by numerically solving these differential
equations with the starting state and for δ time. At this new state, it is
checked whether any switches flip or if any transitions can occur, in which
case the transitions are applied and a new set of differential equations are
obtained, and so on. Thus, the simulation interpretation can only change its
dynamics every δ-time, and therefore it behaves like a time-triggered model.
We also show how under certain dwell-time and continuity assumptions for
the guards and the reset maps, these two interpretations of a SLSF diagram
can be reconciled. Specifically, we show that the time-triggered simulation
semantics converge to the ideal semantics with state-based switches, as δ
approaches 0. The proof of this theorem gives, for any  > 0, an explicit
bound on δmin such that for any δ < δmin the end states of the trajectories
of Hδ(S), and therefore its reachable states, are -close.1 This result can be
used as follows: (1) Executing simulations are computationally more expen-
sive with smaller simulation time steps. This result enables us to obtain the
largest simulation step δ that guarantees that the ideal behavior is within 
distance of the simulation trace obtained with δ. (2) If we prove not only
that H(S) is safe but also that all its reachable states up to time T are 
away from the unsafe set, then it follows that Hδ(S) is also safe for up to
time T , for any δ < δ, where δ is the explicit bound on δ. Therefore, a
time-triggered implementation of H(S) with smaller sampling time than δ is
also guaranteed to be safe.
1.3 Related Work
In closing this introduction, we discuss the relationship of our work with
some earlier work on connecting Simulink/Stateflow to formal methods. Our
end goal is closely related to the works presented in [3] and [7]—translation
1In this paper we assume that the numerical computations performed by the simulation
engine are perfectly accurate. However, numerical inaccuracies can be incorporated into
this framework using approaches presented in [13].
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of SLSF models to hybrid automata. While [3] uses graph transformations
as the underlying procedure for composing models, we rely on the composi-
tion operation for HIOAs. We handle logical blocks in the Simulink model to
drive the switches, thereby enabling separate transformations of the Simulink
and the Stateflow components, and to the best of our knowledge, our ap-
proach is the first that handles (and relates) the ideal and the simulation
based semantics of SLSF. In [8] the authors instrument SLSF models which
are used to produce the symbolic transformers corresponding to simulation
traces. These are used for producing a tube around the simulation trace
which behaves identically, and therefore, can be used to increase the cover-
age of the simulation trace. Our analysis, on the other hand, can guarantee
that the states reached by the simulation trace are within -distance of reach-
able states of the ideal behavior. We also compare our translation technique
to the techniques presented in [14] and [2]. Both these papers consider the
common scheme of having Stateflow determine the discrete transitions and
Simulink determine the continuous evolution. However, they do not consider
switches in Simulink which could give rise to discrete transitions and also
when continuous time stateflow charts are used (which gives rise to contin-
uous dynamics). Our translation scheme considers Stateflow and Simulink
as separate entities by itself and would be able to handle a wider class of
systems (subject to restrictions which are mentioned in Chapter 3). This
work gives a comprehensive discussion consisting of a translation scheme,
discussion and theory for the semantics of translation and also practical case
studies.
1.4 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces and formalizes hy-
brid input/output automata (HIOA), which are used in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 3 discusses the translation process in detail with a running exam-
ple. The theory behind the translation is discussed in Chapter 4 along with
the discussion of the assumptions made in the system. We provide three
examples and analyze them in Chapter 5. We finally conclude in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
HYBRID INPUT/OUTPUT AUTOMATA
In Chapter 3 we will show how SLSF models are translated to hybrid in-
put/output automata (HIOA) based on the ideal and the simulation seman-
tics. This chapter gives a brief overview of a variation of this formalism
adapted for this paper; we refer the reader to [11, 12] for details. A HIOA
is a nondeterministic state machine in which the state can evolve both dis-
cretely and continuously. A single HIOA in isolation is closely related to other
hybrid formalisms such as hybrid automaton of [15, 16], but the HIOA frame-
work has additional structures which allow several HIOAs to communicate
both discretely (through shared actions) and continuously (through shared
variables). This latter feature will be used for composing HIOA models (see
Section 2.3) for Simulink and Stateflow components.
2.1 Preliminaries
Before we formally define a hybrid input/output automaton, we introduce
some basic terminology in the HIOA framework
2.1.1 Sets and functions
We always measure time by numbers in the set T ∆= R≥0 ∪ {∞}. A time
interval is a nonempty, convex subset of T. The complement of a set A is
denoted by Ac. For any function f we denote the domain and the range of f
by dom(f) and range(f). For a set S, we write fdS for the restriction of f to
S, that is, the function g with dom(g) = dom(f) ∩ S, such that g(c) = f(c)
for each c ∈ dom(g). If f is a function whose range is a set of functions,
then we write f ↓ S for the function g with dom(g) = dom(f) such that
g(c) = f(c)dS for each c ∈ dom(g). For an indexed tuple or an array b with
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n elements, we use the special notation b[i] for referring to its ith element.
2.1.2 Variables
A variable is a name for either a component of the system’s state or a channel
through which information flows from one part of the system to another.
Each variable v is associated with a static type (or simply type) and a
dynamic type. The static type of v, type(v), is the set of values that v can
take. A valuation v for a set of variables V is a function that associates each
variable v ∈ V to a value in type(v). The set of all valuations of V is denoted
by val(V ). The dynamic type of v imposes certain well-formedness criteria
on how the value of v can change over time intervals. This allows us to
deduce basic properties of variables (e.g., input variables) that are otherwise
unconstrained. A real-valued variable can be either continuous or discrete
based on its static type type(v) and dynamic type dtype(v). See [12] for a
detailed discussion on different types of variables.
2.1.3 Trajectories
A trajectory for a set of variables V describes the evolution of the values
of the variables over a time interval. A trajectory τ of V is a function
τ : J → val(V ), where J is a left-closed interval of time with left endpoint
equal to 0, such that for each v ∈ V , τ ↓ v ∈ dtype(v). That is, the restriction
of τ to v is a function that conforms to the dynamic type of v. The set of all
trajectories for the set of variables V is denoted by trajs(V ). A trajectory
τ with domain [0, 0] is called a point trajectory . We say that a trajectory τ
is finite if dom(τ) is of finite length, closed if dom(τ) is (finite) right closed,
and open if dom(τ) is a right open interval. If τ is closed its limit time is
the supremum of dom(τ), also written as τ.ltime. Also, we define τ.fval, the
first valuation of τ , to be τ(0), and if τ is closed, we define τ.lval, the last
valuation of τ , to be τ(τ.ltime). Let x be a real-valued continuous variable.
Several trajectories of x are shown in Figure 2.1. The domains of the closed
trajectories τ1 and τ2 are the intervals [0, a] and [0, b].
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Figure 2.1: Example of trajectories of a real-valued continuous variable.
2.1.4 Locations
We first define a location independent of any automaton. Then in Section 2.2
we use locations in the definition of a HIOA. Suppose V is a set of variables.
For a real-valued continuous variable x ∈ V , a V-algebraic inequality is an
expression of the form x ≶ f(v), where f is a function that maps val(V ) to
R and ≶ is an element of the set {=,≤,≥, <,>}. A trajectory τ ∈ trajs(V )
satisfies the inequality x ≶ f(v), if
∀ t ∈ dom(τ), (τ ↓ x)(t) ≶ f(τ(t)).
A V-differential inequality for x is an expression of the form d(x) ≶ f(v),
where f is a function that maps val(V ) to R. A trajectory τ ∈ trajs(V )
satisfies the differential inequality d(x) ≶ f(v), if f ◦ τ : dom(τ) → R is an
integrable function and
∀ t1, t2 ∈ dom(τ), t1 ≤ t2, (τ ↓ x)(t2)− (τ ↓ x)(t1) ≶
∫ t2
t1
f(τ(s))ds.
A V-DAI for a set of variables Z ⊆ V is a collection of inequalities each
of which is either a V -algebraic inequality or a V -differential inequality for
some variable in Z. A trajectory τ ∈ trajs(V ) satisfies a collection F of V -
DAIs for Z, if it satisfies each of the inequalities in F . The set of trajectories
satisfying a given set of DAIs for Z may be empty.
A location combines a collection of DAIs with an invariant condition. The
invariant condition is used to define a subset of the state space over which
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the DAIs are active in governing continuous evolution. A location ` is a tuple
(V, F, Inv) where
(a) V is a finite set of variables , partitioned into input (U), output (Y ) and
internal (X) variables,
(b) F is a collection of V-DAIs for the continuous variables in X ∪ Y , and
(c) Inv ⊂ val(X) is the set of invariants. If Inv is specified as predicates on
X then it is called the invariant condition.
Given a location ` = (V, F, Inv), trajs(`) is the set of trajectories for V
defined as follows: a trajectory τ is in trajs(`) if and only if: (a) the discrete
variables in X remain constant over τ , (b) τ satisfies all the DAIs in F and,
(c) at every point in time t ∈ dom(τ), (τ ↓ X)(t) ∈ Inv.
2.1.5 Additional function definitions
For the sake of succinct presentation, we define three additional functions
Stop, Exit and Closed. For location l ∈ L and a predicate G ⊆ val(X), we
define a function Stopl,G : Q → R≥0 ∪ {∞}. For a state x ∈ Q, Stopl,G(x)
returns the duration of time that can elapse from x in location l before a the
predicate G becomes true, otherwise it returns ∞. We define the function
Exitl,G : Q → Q ∪ {⊥} to be τ(Stopl,G(x)) if Stopl,G(x) < ∞, and to be ⊥
otherwise. The Closed function is used to obtain the closure of a set or a
predicate. Given a set S, Closed(S) is defined as the set which contains all
the points in S plus the limit points of S. For example, consider an open set
S represented by the predicate x > 20; then Closed(S) would be the predicate
x ≥ 20. We also define the boundary of a set S as follows:
Sb , Closed(S) ∩ Closed(S ′)
where S ′ is the complement of S.
2.2 Hybrid Input/Output Automata
A HIOA H is defined by the following components:
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(a) V is a finite set of variables , partitioned into input (U), output (Y ) and
internal (X) variables.
(b) Q = val(X) is called the set of states and a non-empty set Θ ⊆ Q is the
set of start states.
(c) L is a set of locations such that for each location ` ∈ L, V` = V .
(d) A ⊆ L× L is called a set of actions.
(e) D ⊆ Q×A×Q is a set of discrete transitions labeled by the actions. For
a transition (x, a,x′) ∈ D we write x a→ x′ The transitions are specified
by guards and reset relations in the usual way. For an action (i, j) ∈ A,
the guard Gi,j ⊆ Q, and the reset Reseti,j ⊆ Q×Q define the set Di,j of
transitions that are labeled by (i, j), and D ∆= ∪a∈ADa.
(f) T is a set of trajectories for V which satisfies certain nonblocking prop-
erties (see [11]). The set of trajectories for a given location ` ∈ L is
denoted by T`.
An execution fragment of a HIOA describes a particular behavior or run of the
automaton. Formally, it is an alternating sequence of actions and trajectories
α = τ0a1τ1a2 . . ., where each τi ∈ T , ai ∈ A, and τi. lstate ai+1→ τi+1. fstate.
A complete execution is the shortest execution sequence that ends with a
trajectory τ such that a transition is enabled at τ. lstate; that is, time cannot
elapse from the end-point of a complete execution without a discrete transi-
tion occurring first.
In this research, we will be concerned primarily with deterministic HIOAs.
In such models, from a given state x ∈ Q, either a single transition can occur
or a particular duration of time can elapse. A start state x0 and a time
bound T , defines a complete execution of the HIOA uniquely and we denote
such an execution by α(x0, T ).
2.3 Composition of HIOA
The composition operation enables us to construct a new hybrid automaton
from a pair of interacting automata by identifying variables with the same
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name. A key strategy in translating Simulink/Stateflow models to HIOA is
to translate each part (Simulink or Stateflow) separately into HIOA and then
we can construct a composed HIOA from these separate automata. HIOA H1
and H2 are compatible if X1∩V2 = X2∩V1 = φ. If H1 and H2 are compatible
then their composition H1||H2 is defined to be H , (X, Y, U,Q, L,A,D, T ),
where
(a) X = X1 ∪X2, Y = Y1 ∪ Y2 and U = (U1 ∪ U2)− Y .
(b) Q = {x ∈ val(X) | xdX1 ∈ Q1 ∧ xdX2 ∈ Q2} and
Θ = {x ∈ Q | xdX1 ∈ Θ1 ∧ xdX2 ∈ Θ2}.
(c) For each x,x′ ∈ Q and each a ∈ A, x a→A x′ iff for i = 1, 2, either
(1) a ∈ Ai and xdXi a→i x′dXi or (2) a /∈ Ai and xdXi = x′dXi.
(d) T ⊆ trajs(V ) is given by τ ∈ T iff τ ↓ Vi ∈ Ti, i ∈ {1, 2}.
(e) Suppose the locations in L1 and L2 are indexed by sets I1 and I2. For
each i ∈ I1 and j ∈ I2, the combination of (X1, Y1, U1, Fi, Invi) ∈ L1 and
(X2, Y2, U2, Fj, Invj) ∈ L2 is the location `ij = (X, Y, U, F, Inv), where
• F is the collection of all DAIs in Fi and Fj and
• Inv = {x ∈ val(X) | xdX1 ∈ Invi ∧ xdX2 ∈ Invj}.
The set of locations L for H1||H2 is the collection {`ij}.
2.4 Summary
We presented the basic definitions and preliminaries that underlie the hybrid
input/output automata framework. Many of the foundational concepts came
from [12] and [17]. In the following chapters, we use this framework of to
translate Simulink and Stateflow models to HIOA.
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSLATION OF SLSF MODELS TO
HIOA
In this chapter, we present the technique of translation from Simulink/State-
flow models to HIOA (see Chapter 2). This chapter has three major sec-
tions: translation of Simulink components, translation of Stateflow charts
and translation of models with combined Simulink and Stateflow compo-
nents. In Section 3.1, we give a formal description of Simulink models and
the subset of blocks which can be handled by HyLink at the time of writ-
ing. The translation to HIOA is then illustrated using a running example.
In Section 3.2, we give a formal description of Stateflow charts and illus-
trate the translation to HIOA using an example. The strategy of translating
combined Simulink-Stateflow models using hybrid automata composition (de-
fined in Chapter 2) is explained in Section 3.3. As discussed in Chapter 1,
Simulink/Stateflow models can be interpreted in two different ways: ide-
alized semantics and sampled semantics. The translated hybrid automata
in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 correspond to the idealized intepretation of the
Simulink/Stateflow models. Section 3.4 describes the transformation process
from the idealized automaton to the automaton with sampled semantics. In
later chapters, we discuss the convergence of behavior of these two automata
and illustrate the theory with case studies.
3.1 Simulink Models
Simulink diagrams consist of a set of blocks interconnected by arrows. In the
following subsection, we will describe Simulink blocks in detail and give a
list of blocks which are currently supported by our translation tool, HyLink.1
1We describe a Simulink block as a mathematical function which is used in conjunction
with arrows to build systems. In this perspective, if we know the function of any block
(the output port value as a function of the input port value), the translation scheme works
independent of the type of the blocks.
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Then, in Section 3.1.2, we illustrate Simulink modeling through an example.
3.1.1 Simulink blocks
A Simulink block has sets of input and output ports. A block with N input
and M output ports defines a function which describes each of the signals at
the output ports as a (possibly time-dependent) expression of the signals at
the input ports. Formally, a block is a tuple (Pi, Po, f), where Pi is the set
of input ports, Po is the set of output ports and f : RN 7→ RM is a function
which defines the behavior of the block.
The switch block is a special type of block which has three input ports
(n1, n2, and n3) and one output port (m). It works like a 2:1 multiplexer,
that is, at any time t, m(t) = n1(t) if the switching-input n2(t) = true,
otherwise m(t) = n3(t). Figure 3.1 shows an example of a Simulink sub-
tractor block which has Pi = {n1, n2, n3}, Po = {m1}, N = 3, M = 1 and
m1(t) = n1(t) + n2(t) − n3(t). (Note: We name multiple input ports as n1,
n2, . . ., nN beginning from the top-most input. Multiple output ports are
named in a similar fashion.)
Figure 3.1: A simulink block with input and output ports.
In this thesis, we only consider Simulink diagrams which consist of blocks
in the Continuous Blocks Library, which includes integrators and differential
equations; the Math Blocks Library which includes sum, product and gain
blocks; and Switch Blocks. This family of blocks is commonly used for de-
scribing behavior of physical quantities and continuous dynamical systems.
Table 3.1 shows a list of functional blocks with their ports. It is to be noted
that this is not the exhaustive list of functions supported by HyLink.
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Table 3.1: Supported simulink blocks with their ports and functions.
Block Ports Function
Pi = φ
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = K
Pi = {n1}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = K × n1(t)
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = n1(t) + n2(t)
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = n1(t)− n2(t)
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = n1(t)× n2(t)
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = n1(t)÷ n2(t)
Pi = {n1}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = sin(n1(t))
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = true,
iff n1(t) ≤ n2(t)
Pi = {n1, n2}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = true,
iff n1(t) = true∧n2(t) = true
Pi = {n1}
Po = {m1}
n˙1 = m1
m1(t) =
∫ t
0
n1(t) dt+ C
Pi = {n1, n2, n3}
Po = {m1}
m1(t) = n1(t), if n2(t) ≥ 0
m1(t) = n3(t), otherwise
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Some of the blocks, like the Trigonometric Function block for instance, have a
parameter which can be changed to choose between the various trigonometric
functions.
3.1.2 Modeling systems using Simulink blocks
We construct dynamical systems using Simulink blocks as described above.
The blocks are included in a library which can be used in a GUI interface
to design the systems. The input and the output ports of the blocks are
connected by arrows (see Figure 3.2(a) for an example).
Example 1 The switching ellipse (SE) system models the motion of a
particle in a 2D-plane (x1, x2). A line x2 = λ partitions the plane into two
regions and the particle moves according to (1) x˙1 = Kx2 and (2) x˙2 = x1
in each of the two regions (K = −2 in partition 1 and K = −1
2
in partition
2). A switch block is used to switch between the two dynamics based on the
state-space. Figure 3.2(a) shows the Simulink model of the SE system and
Figure 3.2(b) shows the simulation graph for λ = 0.5.
(a) Simulink model of SE. (b) Graph with partitions of SE.
Figure 3.2: The switching ellipse (SE) system.
We will describe a Stateflow model as follows: Let B be the set of functional
blocks, W be the set of switches, and L be the set of arrows in a Simulink
diagram. In the SE example, the gain block, has one input port n1 and one
output port m1. The expression for the output port in this case is simply
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m1(t) = −2× n1(t). Similarly, the output signal m from an integrator block
is m(t) =
∫ t
0
n(s)ds+ C, where n is the input port, and C is the integration
constant (which can be specified as a parameter of the integrator block). Each
arrow connects an output port of a block A, to a collection of input ports of
blocks and switches. Consider one such destination block B. The expression
at the output port of A is now applied at the input port of B (which now
determines the output port value of block B). Thus such connections are
used to compose functionality of the blocks. For example, in the SE, an
arrow connects the output port of the constant block to the input port of the
relational operator block. The output port of the relational operator block
is true, if and only if x1 ≤ 0.5 (see Figure 3.1). We can find the value at
the input ports of any given block by tracing back its value using arrows and
connected blocks. Thus, by composing the functionality of blocks, we can
describe the dynamics of any system. For example, to model the dynamics
x˙1 = Kx2 and x˙2 = x1, we add two integrator blocks and a gain block (with
a gain K), and connect them with arrows such that the input port of the
first integrator block has the value Kx2 and the input port of the second
integrator block has the value x1. We then include a switch block to switch
between the two values of K. Figure 3.2(a) shows the Simulink diagram of
the SE system with all the blocks and connections.
3.1.3 Translation of Simulink models to HIOA
Translation of a Simulink diagram to a HIOA proceeds as follows: For a
diagram with n switch blocks we generate a HIOA with 2n locations. Each
location corresponds to a particular configuration of these n switches. For
each of these locations, we proceed to derive the differential and algebraic
equations governing the continuous evolution. This is done by looking at the
values of the input ports of the different blocks as described in Section 3.1.2.
The invariant condition for each of these locations is determined by looking
at the value at the switching input of the switch blocks. The transitions
between the locations are then determined based on the invariants of the
locations.
Given a Simulink model (B,L,W), HyLink translates it to an ideal hybrid
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automaton H as follows:
(1) The set of input variables U for H corresponds to the set of input ports
of the blocks in B, which are connected to output ports of blocks not
in Simulink (e.g., outputs from a Stateflow chart). Similarly, the set of
output variables Y corresponds to the set of all output ports in Simulink
which are connected to blocks not in Simulink. The set of internal vari-
ables X corresponds to the set of integrator blocks in the diagram. In
the SE system, there are no input or output variables. We create two in-
ternal variables—x1 and x2—each corresponding to an integrator block.
The set of all varabiles V = U ∪X ∪ Y .
(2) We define a location ` as a Boolean vector 〈b1, b2, . . . , bn〉 where bi ∈ {0, 1}
and n is the number of switch blocks in the diagram. bi = 1 implies that
the switching-input s of the switch wi is true. Thus, for n switches, the
set of locations L = {0, 1}n.
(3) The set of actions A = L× L.
(4) The set of discrete transitions D ⊆ (L × val(V )) × A × (L × val(V )) is
obtained as follows: Pick a switch w in the diagram. First, we derive an
expression for the switching input port s for this block. This expression,
denoted by SCond(w), will be in terms of the variables and defines a
predicate on val(X). We then define a function Pred(`) ,
∧
1≤i≤n
(bi ⇒
SCond(wi) ∧ b′i ⇒ ¬SCond(wi)), which gives us the predicate which is
satisfied at `. We now say that (l, v)
l,l′→ (l′, v′) if and only if, v ∈ Pred(l) ∧
v′ ∈ Pred(l′) ∧ l 6= l′.
(5) The set of trajectories T` for each location ` ∈ L is defined by a collection
of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) E` and an invariant I`.
The DAEs and the invariant for location ` are obtained as follows: The
Boolean vector b1, . . . , bn for ` corresponds to a particular configuaration
of the n switch blocks. We short-circuit the switches according to this
configuration and obtain a Simulink diagram without any switches. Now
we obtain the DAEs for the location ` as follows: To extract the behavior
of an internal variable x, consider the integrator block which is associated
with it. We find the expression Υ driving the input port of this block as
discussed earlier (see Section 3.1.2). The differential equation governing
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the behavior of x is x˙ = Υ. Similarly we can find the equations for the
other internal and output variables.
In the SE system, to get the equation defining the variable x1, we look
at the integrator block associated with it. The input port of the block
is connected to a the switch block. There can be two possible positions
of the switch which would correspond to two locations of the hybrid
system. If the switch is in position 0, its output is the value at input
port n1 (which is the output of the gain block). The input of the said gain
block is connected to the second integrator block (associated with x2).
The expression at the output port of the switch block is thus −2 × x2.
Therefore the flow governing x1 becomes x˙1 = −2× x2 (for position 0 of
the switch). We then say that a trajectory τ is in the set of trajectories
Γ, if and only if τ is a solution to the DAEs at ` and ∀t,∀t′ ≤ t, τ(t′) ∈
Pred(`) ∧ t = τ. ltime. Pred(`) for the location corresponding to position
0 of the switch in the SE system is given by x1 ≤ 0.5 (which is SCond(w)
for the switch).
The translated hybrid automaton (ideal interpretation) is shown in Fig-
ure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Ideal hybrid translation of the switching ellipse system. Note
that the guards and invariants are closed sets. We discuss the reason for
this closure in Section 3.2.2.
3.2 Stateflow Charts
Stateflow charts augment Simulink diagrams with hierarchical state ma-
chines. To illustrate modeling and translation of Stateflow charts, we in-
troduce the two-thermostats example.
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Example 2 The two thermostats (TT) example models the parallel
operation of two separate thermostats T1 and T2 with different temperature
dynamics. Thermostats T1 and T2 control the temperature variables x1 and
x2. Each thermostat has an ON mode during which the temperature increases
according to the equation x˙1 = −K1 ∗ (x1 − K2) and an OFF mode during
which the temperature decreases according to the equation x˙1 = −K1 ∗ x1.
The thermostat is turned on and off to maintain the temperature in the room
within a desired range. The system is modeled using hierarchical state ma-
chines to capture the fact that the ON and OFF modes are sub-modes within
each thermostat. Also, both the thermostats are sub-modes of the root mode
and they execute simultaneously. Hierarchical state machines and transla-
tion of the same are discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.4 shows
the Stateflow chart of the two thermostats example.
Figure 3.4: Stateflow model of the two thermostats example.
A Stateflow chart has the following components:
(1) A finite set of variables D that is partitioned into input variables DI ,
output variables DO, and local variables DL; each variable x ∈ D has
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a unique name x.name and a type x.type which can be discrete or con-
tinuous. For example, in the TT example, there are two discrete output
variables x1 out and x2 out, and two continuous local variables x1 and
x2.
(2) A finite set S of modes. Each mode s ∈ S is associated with a set
s.actions of action statements. An action statement is an assignment of
an expression to either a variable (x = Υ) or its time derivative (written
as x dot = Υ). There are three kinds of action statements: entry, exit
and during statements. We assume that the Stateflow diagram has only
during actions.2 For example, in the Off1 mode of TT, the during action
statements are x˙1 = −0.01 ∗ x1 and x1 out = x1.
(3) T is a finite set of transitions. Each transition is given as a tuple (src,
dst, c, a), where src ∈ S is the source mode, dst ∈ S is the destination
mode, c is a guard-condition given as a well-formed formula in predicate
logic over the variables D, and a is the set of reset actions. Consider an
example of a transition from Off1 to On1 in the TT. The guard condition
for this transition is x1 ≤ 20.
(4) A hierarchy function h to define the hierarchical structure of modes in
Stateflow. The hierarchy function h : S 7→ ({and, or} × 2S) maps a
mode s to a pair (type, S ′) where type is a mode type which is either
and or or, and S ′ is a subset of modes. If h(s1) = ({and}, {s2, s3}), then
{s2, s3} are the sub-modes of s1 and of the and type. A mode type of
and implies that all the sub-modes of the given mode should be active
simultaneously. This is useful in modeling parallel composition of several
automata. A mode type of or implies that only one of the sub-modes
should be active at any time. For example, in the TT, h(Thermostat2) =
({or}, {Off2, On2}), which means that the mode ‘Thermostat2’ is of type
or and only one of its sub-modes, Off2 or On2, is active at any given time.
Having described the syntax for Stateflow charts, we proceed to describe its
semantics. For a given chart, a configuration c ∈ 2S is a set of all the active
modes at a given time. The value of the variables continuously evolve in a
given configuration according to the ‘during’ actions defined in the modes of
2This is without the loss of any expressive power of the model class as the entry and the
exit actions can be integrated into the incoming and the outgoing transitions respectively.
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the configuration. This continues till one of the outgoing transition guards
for one of the modes in the configuration is satisfied. The transition is taken
and the system moves to another configuration.3 If multiple transitions guard
conditions are satisfied at the same time, Stateflow breaks the tie based on
predefined rules as explained in [18]. A commonly applied rule is to order the
transitions in a clockwise progression starting at the upper left corner of the
source state. We can now define a Stateflow execution as α = c0Γ1c1Γ2 . . .,
where c0 is the initial configuration and then one or more transitions Γ1 =
{τ1, τ2, . . .} fire and the chart moves to a different configuration c2. In the
following Sections we will discuss how Stateflow charts are translated to
HIOA. This involves (a) flattening of the hierarchical state structure, and
(b) translating the flat model to HIOA.
3.2.1 Handling hierarchical state machines
Hierarchical state machines can be converted to a flat Stateflow model by
the process of flattening. A flat Stateflow chart does not have sub-modes
for any of its modes. In other words, it is a chart with no hierarchies. This
involves two main steps: (1) generating a hierarchy tree for the model, and
(2) generating the flat model by traversing the tree.
The hierarchy function h defines the hierarchical structure of a Stateflow
model. We then construct a hierarchy tree htree = (V,E) from h which is
a directed acyclic tree with a set of vertices V and edges E such that each
vertex v ∈ V denotes a mode of the system and has a unique id and type
associated with it. The type can be and or or. Each edge e ∈ E connects
vertices m and n if and only if n is a sub-mode of m. A sample hierar-
chy tree is shown in Figure 3.5 with 8 nodes (or corresponding modes). A
configuration c of a Stateflow chart can be uniquely mapped to a subgraph
of the hierarchy tree. A subgraph in which (a) the root node is included,
(b) for every black node which is included all of its children are included,
and (c) for every white node which is included one of its children is included
is a valid configuration of the system. Figure 3.5 also shows a configuration
3The transition guards are not enabling conditions but forced conditions, which means
that the transition will fire if the guard is satisfied and there are no other transitions which
have intersecting guard conditions.
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Figure 3.5: A sample hierarchy tree with one configuration shown in green.
Black colored nodes are and modes and white colored nodes are or modes.
with the active modes and edges in green. Note that since node 1 has a type
of and, both its sub-modes 2 and 3 are active at the same time, whereas
for node 2 only one of its sub-modes 4 is active because of the or type. We
name this configuration as 1 .2 .3 .4 .7 .8 (= p, say) based on the active modes.4
For this hierarchy tree, there are exactly three configurations: 1 .2 .3 .4 .7 .8 ,
1 .2 .3 .5 .7 .8 and 1 .2 .3 .6 .7 .8 . We define a function components(c) which
returns the set of modes belonging to a given configuration. For exam-
ple, components(p) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8}. Figure 3.6 shows the hierarchy tree
for the TT system where the nodes are uniquely identified by their name.
The system is in a configuration Thermostat1.Off1.Thermostat2.On2 where
Thermostat1 is in the Off mode and Thermostat2 is in the On mode.
Figure 3.6: The hierarchy tree for the two thermostats system with one
configuration shown (in green).
The first step in flattening of the hierarchy tree is to identify all possible
configurations. This is done by traversing the tree starting from the root
node and appending possible active modes to a configuration till we reach
4This notation is just a naming convention. There is no ordering on the nodes. For
example, 1 .2 .3 .4 .7 .8 is the same as 1 .2 .4 .7 .8 .3 .
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all the leaf nodes. For example, in the TT system, we start with the root
node, of which both children should be active at the same time (and type).
Hence we add Thermostat1.Thermostat2 as a configuration. Looking at the
children of each of the Thermostat nodes, we can generate four possible con-
figurations, hence ending up with four modes in our flattened system: Ther-
mostat1.Thermostat2.Off1.Off2, Thermostat1.Thermostat2.Off1.On2, Ther-
mostat1.Thermostat2.On1.Off2 and Thermostat1.Thermostat2.On1.On2.
The next step is to generate the transitions in the flattened system. A config-
uration Ci of the original system can switch to configuration Cj if there is a
transition t = (mij, nij, cij, aij) ∈ T such that mij ∈ Ci and nij ∈ Cj. Let us
call such a switch an allowed configuration switch, Cij . For every such allowed
configuration switch Cij, we identify all possible pairs of modes p, q in the
flattened system such that mij ∈ components(p) and nij ∈ components(q).
We then create a new transition t′ = (p, q, cij, aij) for each such pair p, q.
Consider the transition from Off1 to On1 in the TT system. We add four
transitions in our flattened system, two from each of the modes: Thermo-
stat1.Thermostat2.Off1.Off2 and Thermostat1.Thermostat2.Off1.On2. The
flattened system is then translated to a HIOA as described in the following
section. The TT system after flattening and translation is shown in Fig-
ure 3.7.
3.2.2 Translation of flat Stateflow charts to HIOA
Given such a Stateflow chart S, we can translate it to an idealized hybrid
automaton H as follows:
(1) The input, output and the local variables of the hybrid automaton H are
the same as the input, output and local variables of the Stateflow chart
S. Formally, U = SU , Y = SY and X = SX .
(2) The state space QH , val(SX) is the set of all possible valuations of the
local variables of the Stateflow chart.
(3) Let tI = (⊥, dst, c, a) be the initial transition of S, where a = (q1, q2) ∈
Q×Q is the reset action. Then the initial states Θ , q2.
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(4) The set of locations L of the HIOA is equal to the set of modes SS of the
Stateflow model. Every location ` ∈ L is associated with a mode s` ∈ S.
(5) The flow equation gi for a location i ∈ L is given by the unique solution
to the differential equations in si.actions.
(6) If p and q are the locations associated with modes m and n, then ∀t ∈
T,∀m ∈ M,∀n ∈ M,Gp,q , {Closed(t.c)|t.src = m ∧ t.dst = n} and
Resetp,q , t.a such that t.src = m ∧ t.dst = n.
Figure 3.7: HIOA of the TT system after flattening and translating.
Consider a Stateflow diagram which has only one of the thermostats from the
TT system. We can translate the flat Stateflow chart to a hybrid automa-
ton with one local variable x and one output variable x out. The translated
hybrid automaton for a single thermostat is shown in Figure 3.8. Such a
Figure 3.8: Translated idealized hybrid automaton of a single thermostat.
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translated hybrid automaton H would be a non-deterministic system since
the guard conditions on the transitions are enabling conditions and not
forced conditions. We add an invariant to each location i ∈ L as follows:∧
k∈L
Closed(¬Gi,k), or in other words the conjunction of the closure of comple-
ments of each of the outgoing transition guards. We close the invariants and
the guards to ensure that there is at least one intersecting point between the
two, thereby avoiding deadlocks in the automata. Such an invariant would
force the system to take a transition as soon as the guard is satisfied. In
the TT, the location Off would have the invariant x > 20. Such a hybrid
automaton H is an idealized interpretation of the Stateflow chart S.
3.3 Composition of Simulink and Stateflow Models
Some models consist of both Simulink and Stateflow components. One
methodology to design systems is to model the continuous behavior in Simulink
and to model the discrete behavior in Stateflow. Other methodologies include
using switches to model discrete behavior in Simulink or using continuous
time state machines to model continuous behavior in Stateflow. We dis-
cussed translation of Simulink models (in Section 3.1) and Stateflow models
(in Section 3.2). To translate a model which has both Simulink and Stateflow
components, we
(a) translate the Simulink part with input and output variables connected
to Stateflow charts,
(b) translate the Stateflow part with input and output variables connected
to the Simulink part, and
(c) compose the two translated HIOA to a single HIOA as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.
3.4 Transforming Ideal HIOA to Sampled HIOA
We discussed in Section 1.2 the two different ways in which we can interpret
a Simulink/Stateflow model S and hence translate a S to an ideal HIOA and
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a sampled HIOA. The ideal HIOA represents the idealized representation
of the model whereas the sampled HIOA gives us a model which includes
the simulation characteristics of Simulink. We can translate an ideal hybrid
automaton H to a sampled hybrid automaton Hδ with sampling period δ
by performing the following transformations: (1) A new continuous variable
tmr is added to the set of variables. (2) The invariant for all locations is
defined as tmr ≤ δ. We replace the invariant generated during the ear-
lier translation process with this new invariant. (3) A self-transition, call
it the sampling transition, is added to all the locations with the guard as
tmr = δ ∧ ¬Gl2 , where Gl2 is the disjunction of all the outgoing transi-
tion guards, and the reset as tmr = 0. (4) Every outgoing transition guard
Gl2 is replaced by tmr = δ ∧ Gl2 . (5) Every incoming transition reset Rl1
is added with an additional reset tmr = 0. This translation is illustrated
in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10 shows the sampled hybrid automaton of a single
thermostat which has been transformed from the idealized hybrid automaton
shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.9: (a) Idealized interpretive translated hybrid automaton H, (b)
simulation interpretive translated hybrid automaton Hδ.
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Figure 3.10: Translated sampled hybrid automaton of a single thermostat.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed in detail the technique of translating a restricted
class of Simulink and Stateflow models to two different types of HIOA: the
idealized automaton and the sampled automaton. We illustrated this transla-
tion scheme with two examples. In the next chapter, we study the semantics
of these two different types of HIOA and show that under certain assump-
tions, as the simulation step-size reduces to 0, the executions of the idealized
interpretation and the sampled interpretation converge. The convergence
proofs in Chapter 4 thus connect these two interpretations. In Chapter 5 we
illustrate the translation technique discussed in this section with three case
studies.
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CHAPTER 4
CONVERGENCE OF SEMANTICS
In the previous section we discussed how HyLink can generate two HIOA
models from a Simulink/Stateflow diagram S, namely, an ideal model H(S),
and a simulation-based model Hδ(S), for a given simulation step-size δ. In
this section, we fix the SLSF diagram S and relate H(S) and Hδ(S) as δ
approaches 0. Specifically, we will show that under certain assumptions,
the executions of Hδ converge to those of H. This is stated as Theorem 1.
Suppose we want to verify a hybrid system. We can model the system in
Simulink, but simulation traces generated by SLSF are obtained through
step-wise integration of the differential equations and therefore can be dif-
ferent from the actual behavior of the system. However when we verify the
system using model checking tools, we would like to verify the idealized origi-
nal system. Theorem 1 connects these two interpretations. Also, we can now
verify the sampled system, and the proof can provide with a delta (step-size)
which would give a bound on how close the sampled system is to the actual
system.
4.1 Preliminaries
Given a (possibly infinite) closed execution α = τ0a1τ1 . . . of a hybrid automa-
ton we define its first-last state sequence (fl-sequence), FLseq(α) to be a se-
quence of states x0 y0 x1 y1 . . ., where for each i in the sequence xi = τi. fstate
and yi = τi. lstate. This implies that yi
ai+1→ xi+1 is the (i + 1)st transition
in α. An fl-sequence β may contain subsequences of states where all the
transitions correspond to the sampling transitions (which were introduced
in Section 3.4 as a means for modeling elapsation of δ time without mode
switches). In order to compare an execution of Hδ with some execution of
H, we need to remove these sampling transitions from the corresponding
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fl-sequences because the original system H did not have these added transi-
tions. We call this the unsampling operation. Formally, given an fl-sequence
β with a subsequence of the form β = . . . yi−1 xi yi xi+1 . . . yi+k xi+k+1 . . .
where for all j ∈ {i, . . . , i + k}, xj self→ yj+1, the unsampled β is defined as
Unsample(β)
∆
= . . .yi−1 xi yi+k xi+k+1 . . ..
4.2 Convergence Theorem
Theorem 1. Given a stateflow model S, starting state x0, and time bound
T > 0, as δ → 0, the unsampled fl-sequence corresponding to αδ(T,x0) point-
wise converges to the fl-sequence of the corresponding complete execution of
α(T,x0) of H. That is,
lim
δ→0
Unsample(FLseq(αδ(T, x0))) = FLseq(α(T, x0.X)).
4.3 Assumptions
In the remainder of this section, we will make the following two assumptions.
In Section 4.5 and Chapter 5, we demonstrate with case studies the need for
this assumption for a result of this type.
Assumption 1 (Continuity of exit and reset). For every pair of locations
i, j ∈ L, the functions Exiti,Gi,j and the reset function Reseti,j are continuous.
Assumption 2 (Dwell time). There exists a minimum dwell time η > 0,
such that along any execution of H(S), every location once entered remains
active for at least η time.
This type of dwell time assumption [19] has become common in hybrid sys-
tems literature for stability analysis and verification, and it provides a stan-
dard route for avoiding zeno executions [20, 21]. More syntactic conditions
that imply Assumption 2 are discussed in Section 4.5. Assumption 2 implies
that from a given initial state, the sampled system Hδ and the idealized sys-
tem H visit the same sequence of locations up to time T . Informally, if the
system has a minimum dwell time η, and we have a δ < η, then within δ
time Hδ performs at least one sampling transition to catch the transition of
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H(S). This ensures that the sequence of locations is the same for complete
executions.
Lemma 1. For any δ < η, starting state x0, and a time bound T , the se-
quence of locations visited by an execution of H(S) is the same as the sequence
of locations visited by Hδ(S). That is, let x0 y0 . . .yk be the fl-sequence for
the T -time bounded execution of H(S) from x0, and let xδ0 yδ0 . . .yδm be the
unsampled fl-sequence of the corresponding execution for Hδ with tmr set to
0 initially. Then, k = m and for all i ≤ k, xδi .loc = xi.loc.
Given a starting state x0 and a time bound T , H(S) and Hδ(S) (for any
δ) are deterministic hybrid automata, and the corresponding executions are
unique. For the remainder of this section, we call these executions α and
αδ, respectively. An equivalent statement of Theorem 1 for point-wise con-
vergence is the following: For each δ < η, let Unsample(FLseq(αδ)) be of the
form xδ0 y
δ
0 . . .x
δ
k y
δ
k and let FLseq(α) be of the form x0 y0 . . .xk yk. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the fl-sequence of H and Hδ. Then, the theorem states that
for each i ≤ k, for any  > 0, there exists a δ, such that for all δ < δ,
|xδi .X −xi.X| ≤  and |yδi −yi| ≤ . Here xδi .X denotes the continuous state
variables of Hδ without the tmr variable (which was introduced to enforce
sampling). Informally, this means that for any , we can find an appro-
priate integration step size δ such that the starting and end-points of the
trajectories in each loaction (mode) in H and in Hδ are closer than  (after
unsampling has been performed on Hδ).
Figure 4.1: The fl-sequence of H and Hδ shown along with the guards.
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4.4 Proof of Theorem 1
We will prove by induction that for each i ≤ k, for any  > 0, there exists
a δ, such that for all δ < δ, x
δ
i .loc = xi.loc and |xδi .X − xi.X| ≤  and
yδi .loc− yi.loc and |yδi .X − yi.X| ≤ .
The base case follows from xδ0.X = x0.X and x
δ
0.loc = x0.loc for all δ.
For the inductive step, there are two cases: First, we show that for any i,
Equation (4.1) implies Equation (4.2).
∀  > 0,∃ δ,∀ δ < δ, |xδi .X − xi.X| ≤ . (4.1)
∀  > 0,∃ δ,∀ δ < δ, |yδi .X − yi.X| ≤ . (4.2)
Let y′i.X be the state at which the trajectory of Hδ starting from xi first
hits the guard for the transition yi → xi+1. Let τ be the prefix of the above
trajectory which starts from xi.X and ends at y
′
i.X. Let λ and λ
′ be the
Lipschitz constants of the functions Exitxi.loc,xi+1.loc and τ . Fix a constant
2 for the universally quantified  in Equation (4.2). Let δ1 be the constant
corresponding to  = 2/2λ from Equation (4.1). We instantiate the δ in
Equation (4.2) as δ2 = min(δ1,

2λ′ ). Now we have to show that
∀ δ < δ1, |xδi .X − xi.X| ≤ 2/2λ =⇒
∀ δ < δ2, |yδi .X − yi.X| ≤ 2. (4.3)
Fix any δ < δ2. We write the left hand side of the consequent as
|yδi .X − yi.X|
≤ |yδi .X − y′i.X|+ |yi.X − y′i.X| (Triangle inequality)
≤ δλ′ + |(yi.X − y′i.X)| (Assumption 2)
≤ δ2λ′ + |(xi.X − xi.X)|λ (Lipschitz continuity of Exit and τ)
≤ min(δ1, 2
2λ′
)λ′ +
2
2λ
λ ≤ 2 (Antecedent of Equation (4.3) and δ < δ2 ≤ δ1)
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Next, we show that for any i, Equation (4.4) implies Equation (4.5).
∀  > 0, ∃ δ, ∀ δ < δ |yδi .X − yi.X| ≤ , (4.4)
∀  > 0,∃ δ,∀ δ < δ |xδi+1.X − xi+1.X| ≤ . (4.5)
This part of the inductive step is analogous to the previous case, only simpler
as there is no time-elapse involved, and we have to use the Lipschitz constant
for the appropriate reset function.
4.5 Discussion of Assumptions
The following provides a syntactic condition that implies Assumption 2 and
can be checked mechanically for certain classes of Stateflow models: The
model should be such that ∀i ∈ LH and for all incoming transitions p → i,
and outgoing transitions i → q (p, q ∈ LH), and ∀x ∈ (Resetp,i(Gp,i))b we
have that
∀t ∈ [0, η], gi(x, t) /∈ Gi,q.
In other words, for any location i, the time to evolve according to the flow
equation gi, from its entering state (determined using the reset function of
the incoming transitions) to the exiting state (determined by checking the
outgoing guard transition G) should be a positive constant η. This condi-
tion ensures that there exists an η such that every location is active at least
for η time before it can take a transition, thus eliminating instances where
trajectories switch locations too fast for Stateflow to detect.
Assumption 1 requires that the Stop function be continuous. The Stop func-
tion gives us the time elapsed in a location before taking a transition. We
first discuss this considering a linear system X˙ = AX, whose solution is
a continuous function X = X0e
At. Given an initial value X0 and a final
value Xf , the time it takes for the system to go from X0 to Xf is given by
t = 1
A
log(
Xf−C
X0
). This becomes the time spent in a location, if after reaching
Xf , the system transitions to another location as a result of Xf satisfying the
guard condition G for a transition. Therefore, the Stop for a linear system
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can be written as
Stopg,G(X0) =
1
A
log(
X − C
X0
) such that Gb(X) = true.
In other words, the continuity of the Stop function depends upon the guard
set G for the particular transition. We need the boundary of the guard set
Gb to be a continuous function. For example, a guard of the form x ∈ [a, b]
has a continuous boundary defined by the equations x− a = 0, x− b = 0.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we consolidated the two interpretations of a Simulink/S-
tateflow model discussed in Chapter 1. These two types of HIOA converge
under certain conditions and assumptions which are stated as Theorem 1 and
proved in Section 4.4. We make certain assumptions on the system for the
proof to hold true, which are stated in Section 4.3. Finally, in Section 4.5,
we discuss the practicality of these assumptions and also discuss methods for
syntactically checking the system for the said assumptions.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION AND CASE STUDIES
We motivated the need for a tool to connect the world of hybrid automata and
Simulink/Stateflow models in Chapter 1. We formalized hybrid input/output
automata in Chapter 2 and described the translation from SLSF models to
hybrid automata in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we discuss the implementa-
tion of our translation tool, namely HyLink, and present three realistic case
studies. Each of these examples illustrates an aspect of HyLink.
The three examples we introduce in this chapter are, (a) satellite orbital
system (SOS), (b) small aircraft transportation system (SATS), and (c) way-
point tracking system (WTS). The internal hybrid automaton representation
(HyXML) used by HyLink is illustrated in the first example (SOS). HyXML
can be used by various backend analysis tools and currently is used for gen-
erating models for UPPAAL [22] and HyTech [23]. The SATS protocol [24]
was developed by NASA to handle landing operations in small airports. The
protocol was modeled in Stateflow, and translated and verified in UPPAAL.
This system illustrates translation to UPPAAL and verification of a network
timed automata. It also illustrates modeling concurrent systems as hierar-
chical state machines. The WTS was inspired by skid-steer vehicles used
for warehouse management and small off-road autonomous vehicles [25, 26].
This example illustrates how HyLink can connect to a tool (SimplexGen,
also developed at the University of Illinois) which creates safety preserving
supervisory controllers based on discrete abstractions [25, 27].
5.1 Implementation
HyLink has three main components (see Figure 1.1): (a) SLSF Parser, (b) HyXML
generator and, (c) Output Code generator. The Simulink/Stateflow model
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file is parsed using PLY (Python Lex-Yacc) and the SLSF parse tree is gen-
erated. The parse tree is then traversed to extract the information required
to translate the model to an HIOA and an HyXML output file is gener-
ated by the HyXML generator. HyXML is an intermediate format and is
discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2. The code generator reads the inter-
mediate format and generates an output which connects to external tools
such as SimplexGen, HyTech, UPPAAL etc. HyLink can be extended to
support other model-checking tools by developing a code generator for any
specific language. HyLink and other examples can be downloaded from
http://hsver.crhc.illinois.edu/index.php/HyLink.
5.2 Satellite Orbital System
The satellite orbital system (SOS) models one or more satellites in elliptical
orbits around earth. The position of the satellite is denoted in polar coordi-
nates as (r, θ), where r is the distance from earth (at one of the foci of the
ellipse) and θ is the angle of the satellite from the line joining the foci. The
two-dimensional orbital dynamics of the satellite are given by
r =
p
1 + e cos(θ)
and θ˙ =
H(1 + e cos(θ))2
p2
where e is the eccentricity of the ellipse. H and p are two other parame-
ters which define the orbit. Each orbit is uniquely defined by e, H and p.
Figure 5.1 shows two satellites in orbit around earth in two different orbits.
Satellites can be active or passive based on whether they have the capa-
bility to switch orbits using thrusters. Consider an active satellite which can
switch between two orbits with different eccentricities. This switching can
be as simple as a time-based switching or can be based on the angle θ of
the satellite. Figure 5.2 shows a hybrid automaton of an active satellite
with two orbits and the transitions guarded by G12 and G21, which can be
functions of time or angle or both.
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Figure 5.1: Two satellite orbits with different eccentricities. Earth (black
circle) is situated at one of the foci and the other focus is denoted by an X.
The polar coordinates of the satellites are given as (r, θ).
Figure 5.2: The hybrid automaton of an active satellite which switches
between two orbits based on time and/or θ.
5.2.1 Modeling and translation
An active satellite with two orbits is modeled in Simulink (refer to Fig-
ure 5.3(a)). We have two integrators and hence HyLink generates two vari-
ables x1 and x2 for each integrator and extracts the dynamics of the system
and the switching conditions based on the conditions driving the switch.
The variable x1 corresponds to the angle θ and x2 corresponds to the time t.
The satellite switches orbits based on time. When t ≤ 3, the eccentricity is
maintained at 0.3, and when t > 3, the eccentricity is changed to 0.35. Fig-
ure 5.3(b) shows the orbit switching in the simulation trace of the system.
We translate the system to HyXML as shown in Section 5.2.2. The HyXML
is a textual representation of a HIOA. This file can then be translated to
any other required format, thereby establishing HyLink as a versatile tool
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for translating Simulink/Stateflow models to hybrid automata.
(a) Simulink model of SOS with time-based switching of orbits.
(b) A simulation of the orbit showing the orbit
switching at t = 3.
Figure 5.3: Model and simulation of the satellite orbital system.
5.2.2 HyXML output
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is widely used as an interchange
format. An XML document is characterized by tags, content and elements.
All strings which constitute tags begin with the character ‘<’ and end with
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a ‘>’. Tags come in three flavors: start-tags, for example <section>; end-
tags, for example </section>; and empty-tags, for example <section/>. A
tag may have one or more parameters which give more information about
the tag. Strings of characters which are not tags are content. Elements are
logical components which begin with a start-tag and end with a matching
end-tag. An empty-tag can also be an element by itself.
Sample XML file
<tag−name parameter1 = ” value1 ” parameter2 = ” value2 ”>
<tag−name paramter1 = ” value1 ”>
. . .
Content goes here
. . .
</tag−name>
<tag−name parameter1 = ” value1 ” />
</tag−name>
HyXML defines a particular flavor of XML which can be used to describe
hybrid automata. The various components of an HIOA are organized as ele-
ments of HyXML. The highest level elements are variable and automaton.
The variable element is parameterized by the name of the variable, its type
(continuous or discrete) and scope (global or local). The automaton ele-
ment has sub-elements which define the components of a HIOA. These sub-
elements are mode and transition. Each mode is parameterized by a unique
id number, name, and a Boolean value which identifies the initial modes. The
mode element can have one or more differential-algebraic inequality elements
(dai) and an invariant. Each dai is an empty-tag with a single parame-
ter equn which can take a string which has the same grammar as an action
statement as defined in Section 3.3. The transition element is made up of
sub-elements guard and reset each of which has the equn parameter. The
HyXML output for the SOS is shown below:
Satellite orbital system in HyXML
<?xml version=” 1 .0 ”?>
< !−− HyXML generated by HyLink −−>
<v a r i a b l e name=’ x1 ’ type=’ Continuous ’ scope=’ Local ’ />
<v a r i a b l e name=’ x2 ’ type=’ Continuous ’ scope=’ Local ’ />
<automaton name=’ default automaton ’>
<mode id=’ 1 ’ name=’mode1 ’ i n i t i a l= ’ True ’>
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<dai equn=’ x1 dot = 1 ∗ ( ( ( ( ( cos ( x1 ) ) ∗ ( 0 . 3 ) ) +(1) )
∗ (1/ (1 ) ) ) ∗ ( ( ( ( cos ( x1 ) ) ∗ ( 0 . 3 ) ) +(1) ) ∗ (1/ (1 ) ) ) ) ’
/>
<dai equn=’ x2 dot = 1 ’ />
<i n v a r i a n t equn=’ ( x2 )<=(3) ’ />
</mode>
<mode id=’ 2 ’ name=’mode2 ’ i n i t i a l= ’ Fa l se ’>
<dai equn=’ x1 dot = 1 ∗ ( ( ( ( ( cos ( x1 ) ) ∗ ( 0 . 3 7 ) ) +(1) )
∗ (1/ (1 ) ) ) ∗ ( ( ( ( cos ( x1 ) ) ∗ ( 0 . 3 7 ) ) +(1) ) ∗ (1/(1 ) ) ) )
’ />
<dai equn=’ x2 dot = 1 ’ />
<i n v a r i a n t equn=’ ˜ ( ( x2 )<=(3) ) ’ />
</mode>
<t r a n s i t i o n source=’ 1 ’ d e s t i n a t i o n=’ 2 ’>
<guard equn=’ ˜( ( x2 )<=(3) ) ’ />
</ t r a n s i t i o n>
<t r a n s i t i o n source=’ 2 ’ d e s t i n a t i o n=’ 1 ’>
<guard equn=’ ( x2 )<=(3) ’ />
</ t r a n s i t i o n>
</automaton>
5.3 Small Aircraft Transportation System
The small aircraft transportation system (SATS) protocol developed at NASA
is used in small airports to coordinate the landing of aircraft in a distributed
fashion, without a tower-based controller. Safety analysis of this protocol has
served as a case study in several formal verification papers. In this thesis, we
will use a simplified version of SATS (SSATS) to illustrate various features of
HyLink. The airspace around an airport runway is partitioned as shown in
Figure 5.4. The model is a nondeterministic timed transition system. Each
aircraft entering the area around the airport could be in one of the follow-
ing modes: flying, holding (right or left), base region (right or left), or the
runway. Each of these modes represent the aircraft’s geographical position
relative to the runway. The holding regions are vertical regions in space in
which an aircraft can stay indefinitely by flying in a circular fashion. The
pilot nondeterministically decides to approach the runway by entering one
of the base regions provided that there is at most one aircraft in the base
region and that aircraft is at a predetermined safe distance from the holding
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regions. Eventually the aircraft flies into the final approach region. The air-
craft can miss the runway, in which case, it goes back to the holding region
after flying through the missed approach zone at each side. The two sides of
the airspace are symmetrical. Several safety properties of this protocol are of
interest, for example, maintenance of minimum separation between aircraft.
Figure 5.4: Simplified SATS airspace.
5.3.1 Modeling in Stateflow
The SSATS system is modeled as a hierarchical state machine in Stateflow.
The model of a single aircraft is shown in Figure 5.5. The zones are given by
the states Flying, HoldR, HoldL etc. The aircraft always starts at the Flying
state and then transitions nondeterministically to either the HoldR or the
HoldL state (which corresponds to the aircraft flying to the right or the left
holding zone). Since Stateflow models have to be deterministic, we introduce
extra input variables—choice, choice2 and u—to the system, which resolves
the non-determinism. For example, this input can be connected to a random
number generator or a scheduling block which picks an approach side for an
aircraft. There are counter variables—BaseC, MAZRC etc.—which keep
track of the number of aircraft in each region. The position of the aircraft in
each zone is given by the continuous variable x0 (for the zeroth plane, x1 for
the first plane and so on). Notice that this model is a timed automaton with
dynamics x˙0 = 1, as we intend to verify the model in UPPAAL [22], which
is a model-checker for timed automata.
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Figure 5.5: Stateflow model of a single aircraft in a SATS airspace.
Concurrency in Stateflow is captured by using the hierarchical mode struc-
tures in Stateflow. Stateflow allows modes to have descendants or sub-modes
within them. For example, each aircraft in SATS is a mode by itself, and
then the airspace zones are sub-modes within each aircraft. There also exists
a root mode, such that it is not the descendant of any other mode. Modes can
also be defined as and modes, which enforce all their descendants to execute
in parallel, or or modes, which allow only one descendant mode to be active
at a time. The root mode of Stateflow has each aircraft as its descendant;
therefore, the root mode is defined as an and mode. Each aircraft is defined
as an or mode, since only one of descendant (flying, base, etc.) is active at a
time. Thus, the SSATS system can be modeled as a deterministic hierarchi-
cal state machine in Stateflow. Figure 5.6 shows the Stateflow model of the
SSATS system with three aircraft modeled as a hierarchical state machine.
5.3.2 Translation and verification in UPPAAL
Our translation technique can handle hierarchical states as explained in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. We illustrate the flattening process through the SSATS example.
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Figure 5.6: Stateflow model of three aircraft in a SATS airspace.
Since there are three modes running in parallel, each aircraft can be in a
region independent of the other. So the overall hybrid system can now be
in a total of 103 = 1000 locations. Since the SSATS example has only one
level of hierarchy, it can be viewed as three independent hybrid automata
executing in parallel. This system has a special structure and so we translate
each descendent of the root mode (each aircraft) to separate hybrid automata
and then we compose these using hybrid automata composition (instead of
flattening out the entire system1). The dynamics in the SATS model in-
volve only clocks, so from the internal HIOA representation we translate it
to an UPPAAL model. The translated model is shown in Figure 5.7. The
following properties were verified to be true for three aircraft:
(a) ∀i ∈ Aircraft E i.Runway
I.e., every aircraft eventually lands.
(b) A (HRC≤ 2 ∧ HLC≤ 2)
I.e., there are no more than two aircraft in the holding regions.
1The flattening method still works for the system, but we use a different approach here
as UPPAAL can compose multiple automata.
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Figure 5.7: UPPAAL model of a single aircraft in the SATS airspace.
(c) A (∀i ∈ Aircraft, i.BaseR ∨ i.BaseL ∨ i.Final ∨ i.MazR ∨ i.MazL) ∧
(∀m,n ∈ {0, 1, 2}, |xi − xj| ≥ )
I.e., the aircraft have a minimum separation distance  at the base, final
and missed approach regions.
5.4 Waypoint Tracking System
The waypoint tracking system (WTS) is inspired by applications such as
automated lawn mowers or skid-steer loaders. An autonomous vehicle is re-
quired to follow a (predefined) sequence of waypoints while remaining within
a fixed safe distance of the line joining successive waypoints. The controller
software periodically senses the position (x, y), the velocity v, and the head-
ing θ of the vehicle and sets the acceleration v˙ and the steering θ˙ based
on the current waypoint (x∗, y∗) of the system. The vehicle is modeled as a
skid-steer system which can turn in place; i.e., the heading θ can change even
when the velocity v is 0. The equations of motion for the vehicle’s position
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are given by the following nonlinear differential equations:
x˙ = v cos(θ), y˙ = v sin(θ).
Figure 5.8 shows the WTS and also a sample field with a predefined set of
waypoints and a possible path of the vehicle (which changes depending on
the controller used). We use the WTS to illustrate safety controller synthe-
sis using the Simplex [27, 25, 26] approach. The Simplex technique requires
that an untrusted controller, called the Complex Controller (CC), be sand-
boxed within a trusted Safety Controller (SC). A Decision Module (DM)
handles the transition between these two controllers in such a way that the
entire system is proved to be formally safe (with respect to a given unsafe
region). SimplexGen is a tool which generates the switching set for the
(a) Dynamics of the vehicle with the
next waypoint (x∗, y∗) shown.
(b) A field with multiple waypoints and the safe region.
Figure 5.8: The waypoint tracking system (WTS).
DM. The switching set, Gs, is the set of states in which the SC should be
used. HyLink can interface with SimplexGen, thereby providing a complete
automated process from modeling of the system in Simulink to generation of
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the switching set. We model the CC as a nondeterministic controller which
captures all the possible behaviors within actuator limits. The SC slows
down and stops the vehicle as soon as possible. Figure 5.9 shows both the
controllers as hybrid automata.
(a) The Complex Controller CC.
(b) The Safety Controller SC.
Figure 5.9: The WTS complex and safety controllers shown as hybrid
automata.
5.4.1 Modeling in Stateflow
HyLink provides an extension to model systems to be used with the simplex
framework. We model (a) the system plant, (b) the complex controller, and
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(c) the safety controller in Simulink/Stateflow. We also provide additional
blocks to specify the unsafe regions and the bounds on variables (if any).
Figure 5.10 shows the complete Simulink model of the WTS system. The
full description of each of the sub-blocks is shown in Figure 5.11. Note that
Figure 5.10: Simulink model of the WTS.
for HyLink to be used with SimplexGen, we create sub-blocks for the system,
CC and SC. The switching between the different locations in the controllers
is modeled using switches. The system gets translated into a HIOA and then
pushed to SimplexGen, which generates a four-dimensional switching set.
A random source block (see Figure 5.11(b)) is used as a nondeterministic
resolver block (NRB) such that every Simulink execution would generate one
of the possible executions of the system. However, when HyLink translates
the system it generates a nondeterministic hybrid automaton.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed three case studies and also the motivation for
choosing each of the case studies. We also showed the results of HyLink and
analyzed them for each of the case studies. Each of these examples represents
a realistic system. Multiple other examples have been developed and studied
during the development of HyLink. These examples and HyLink can be
downloaded from http://hsver.crhc.illinois.edu/index.php/HyLink.
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(a) The system sub-block modeling the dynam-
ics of the plant.
(b) The complex controller sub-block.
(c) The safety controller sub-block.
Figure 5.11: The plant and the individual controller models for the WTS.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents a translation tool, HyLink, which provides a link between
MATLAB Simulink/Stateflow and hybrid input/output automata. We intro-
duced hybrid input/output automata in Chapter 2 and then proceeded to
describe the translation technique in Chapter 3 with running examples. The
key feature of HyLink is that it can translate models to both the idealized
interpretation and the simulation based interpretation. We derived a set
of conditions under which the latter semantics converge to the former, as
the simulation step-size approaches zero. This enables us to approximate
the idealized semantics with a particular simulation semantics, arbitrarily
closely. Previous research, to the best of our knowledge, on such translation
techniques does not discuss these two interpretations. In Chapter 5, we il-
lustrated the features of HyLink such as the expressiveness and extensibility
of HyXML, ability to handle hierarchical state machines, connection with
external tools, etc., with three realistic case studies. This thesis is a compre-
hensive work presenting a translation tool and also reconciling the semantics
of the two types of translated HIOA.
One of the limitations of HyLink and our current approach is the syntac-
tic restrictions on the model. We make certain assumptions on the model
which are stated and discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.5. These assumptions
restrict the class of systems which can be translated. One direction of future
work is to develop a semantic checker to check whether or not a given system
satisfies a set of criteria. In our current implementation, we do not handle
broadcast events, embedded MATLAB functions and some other advanced
features of Simulink/Stateflow. Another direction of future work would be
to develop theory to relax these restrictions and support more blocks and
features of SLSF.
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HyLink can be used to translate Simulink/Stateflow models to hybrid model-
checkers, thereby indirectly providing a framework for formal verification of
SLSF models. Model-checkers like HyTech and UPPAAL can also produce
counterexample traces. A counterexample is an execution of the system
which reaches an unsafe region of the state space. These counterexamples can
be translated back into SLSF, which could potentially reveal design bugs in
the Simulink/Stateflow model and thereby provide a user-guided system de-
velopment environment. Currently, there are very few model-checkers which
can verify non-linear hybrid systems. Another research direction would be
to approximate a non-linear hybrid automaton to a linear hybrid automaton
which can then be verified using tools such as PHAVer.
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